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Financial Information System for the Faculty of Computer Science and Information 
Technology (FCSIT-FIS) is a clienUserver system introduced as a sub-system in the 
e-Faculty project. Its main purpose is to create a paperless, web-based system by 
providing on-line functions that allow users to access to FCSIT financial information. 
The main functions of FCSIT-FIS are: on-line spending request, financial information 
retrieval and account maintenance. 
FCSIT -FIS will be developing using ASP technology, VBScript, JavaScript and 
HTML language. Microsoft SQL Server will be use as the database server of the 
system. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Introduction of e-University 
The concept of the a-University was introduced during the mid-1980s when some 
colleges and universities, mainly in the US, attempted to make use of networked 
computer and telecommunication technologies to reach adult learners at a distance. 
a-University could best be defined as a conceptual model that incorporates stability 
(traditionalist). opportunities (progressivist), production efficiency (enterprising), and 
values that meets the expectations of the society (social constructivism) [5]. 
a-University seeks to integrate current technology into the university's delivery of 
educational and administrative services to students, to lead and anchor the 
deployment of technologies, to connect and provide services to other educational, 
civic, and business entities beyond the campus, and to contribute to formulating and 
implementing nationwide plans for acquiring and using technologies. 
The new a-University will have the following features: 
•!• High availability of ICT 
•!• Integrated and accessible information systems 
•!• A critical mass of technology users (faculty, students, and staff) 
•!• Improved products (teaching and learning materials) and services to internal 
and external clients 
•!• Improved collaboration with other institutions 
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The following operational model is adapted from Bembrock (2000) to suit the 
environment and the needs of Malaysian public universities. The model consists of 5 
core processes: academic, administrative, student services, research, and 
institutional advancement. 
e-student Services 
• application and admission 
• advising and counseling 
• registration and scheduling 
• access to records and library 
• billing and payment 
e-research 
• high performance computing 
and communication 
• collaboration and virtual 
meetings 
• Internet 2 
a-institutional advancement 
• public information and promotion 
• course and program publication 
• lifelong learning markets 
e-academics 
• distributed learning 
• distance learning 
• collaboration 
• online faculty services 
• management of intellectual capital 
• electronic classrooms 
a-administration 
• workflow 
• integration of back office systems 
• decision support tools 
• a-procurement 
• e-commerce with suppliers 
• web marketing and business intelligence for research 
• online bookstore 
Figure 1.1 Operational Model of e-University 
2 
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1.2 Introduction of e-Faculty 
The first level of the implementation of a-University will be at the faculty. Upon the 
successful implementation at the faculty level, the next implementation will be at 
each public university. 
As a whole, e-Faculty project is to create an electronic environment that permits the 
transformation of key relationships and processes through the use of multimedia 
and web-based technologies. It aims to develop workable procedures for the use of 
technology in administration, building on and extending techniques already being 
used in teaching and research. By piloting these approaches the Faculty's intention 
is to trigger a greater awareness of the possibilities of electronic communication at 
all levels in the University. 
This also means mass customization and intelligent integration of data and 
information across the campus in ways designed to provide higher levels of 
effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. The goal of e-Faculty project is to create 
an infrastructure that supports constituent-centered communications and enables 
community-building and new connections throughout the campus. 
1.3 Project Definition 
Financial Information System of Faculty of Computer Science and Information 
Technology (FCSIT-FIS) is a sub-system of the e-Faculty project. It is an online 
program that allows users to access to FCSIT finance information. 
The main function of FCSIT -FIS is to promote paperless and system's efficiency 
office in FCSIT by providing on-line spending request, financial information retrieval 
and account maintenance. 
3 
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The system also provides a means to reduce the process time of current FIS in 
FCSIT. 
1.4 Objectives of FCSIT -FIS 
The objectives of FCSIT -FIS are: 
•!• Improve financial administration at the faculty. 
•!• Automating manual procedures to improve them by reducing errors to less 
than1%, increasing speed and accuracy. 
•!• Shortening data-processing time by 50%. 
•!• Provide different level of access to the system. 
•!• Create a real paperless office using electronic documents by reducing paper 
using. 
1.5 Scope of FCSIT -FIS 
FCSIT -FIS is a clienUserver application system where it can be divided into client 
site, application server and database server. The database will be setup in the 
database server, i.e. MS SQL server. The data retrieval will be done through online 
interaction with the database server or through application server. 
In the FCSIT-FIS, there are three different categories of users: normal user, 
database administrators and super user. 
Normal User 
Normal users are the largest group. Basically there are two types of normal user: 
FCSIT workers and students. FCSIT workers are provided with common access to 
the system where they can only navigate through the application to apply for money 
4 
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withdrawal. They are not authorized to access to the system's account. On the other 
hand, students are only allowed to view general students' financial information. 
System Administrators 
Basically there are two types of administrator: database administrator and the 
department-head. Database administrator is a normal user with additional function. 
They are able to access to the system's account and make changes or modification 
on the data including all the data maintenance. They have to ensure the correctness, 
accuracy and completeness of data in the system as well as to update the data with 
latest information. On the other hand department-head has extra functions to 
approve or reject normal user's application forms. 
Super User 
Users with highest authority are called super users. Their roles are to give a user 
authority to access the system and control the accessibility of other user. Normally, 
Super user is not involved in database maintenance. 
1.6 System Schedule 
Nb: [ .~ {'~ ·'- .. ,, > Task · ~~r', -~t -·~·~:~ L ~'r Start D*U . ,><'"·l;l; r,, ''Coiltplete"Da~ ·. _·  
--~ '··. " !'i 
1 Literature Review July 1, 2000 September 5, 2000 
2 System Analysis August 1, 2000 October 15,2000 
3 System Design and Coding September 15, 2000 December 30,2000 
4 System Implementation October 10,2000 January 31,2001 
5 System Testing January 10,2001 February 5, 2001 
6 Documentation January 15, 2001 February 2, 2001 
Table 1.1 System Schedule Table 
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2. Literature Review 
Methods of data collection in this project includes: 
•!• Internet surfing - survey on the existing system and related sites 
•!• Printed materials - magazines, manuals and reference books 
•!• Interviews with current system users 
2.1 Methodology - Soft System Methodology 
FCSI'I 
Soft system Methodology (SSM), developed by Checkland (1981), is a framework 
for system analysis that provides very powerful techniques for the analysis of 
systems with human and social components, and has been widely applied to difficult 
problem areas 
The Soft Systems Methodology is described by Wilson (1984) as a seven-stage 
process of analysis which uses the concept of a human activity as a means of 
getting from finding out about the situation to taking action to improve the situation. 
The initial stages are concerned with system analysis and the later stages with 
system design. The rich picture (Figure 4. 1) can be applied to the initial stage of the 
knowledge elicitation process to help develop a representation of relevant domains, 
and an understanding of the views of people within each domain. Stowell and West 
(1990) suggest that the rich picture is very useful as a summary of the knowledge 
elicited from the expert. The analysis can use it as a prompt for discussion with 
expert, as an aid for assimilating knowledge elicited, and as a mean of identifying 
the areas in which knowledge is limited. 
One of the key features of SSM process diagram (Figure 3.1) is the distinction 
between the "real world" and "systems thinking about the real world". This distinction 
is a key element in the SSM process, and one it shares with other techniques in this 
section -learning about the system of interest is driven by the mismatch between 
7 
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the "manager's" understanding of the system and the observed behavior in the real 
world. 
Stage 1 
The problem situation -
unstructured 
Finding out 
Stage 2 
The problem situation -
expressed 
Stage 7 
Actions to solve or to 
improve problem situation 
Stage6 
Taking action 
Definition of feasible 
desirable changes 
Stage 5 
Comparison of Stage 4 
with Stage 2 
Real world 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Systems thinking 
Stage3 
Root definition of relevant 
system - CATWOE 
methodology 
System thinking 
Stage 4a 
Formal system concept 
about the real world 
Conceptual models 
Stage4b 
Other system thinking 
Figure 2.1 Seven Stages of Soft System Methodology 
Checkland's methodology prescribes six essential components of a system that 
must be identified at the conceptual modeling stage. The CA TWOE mnemonic is a 
reminder to search for each of these components in the system situation and make 
them overt in modeling. A system is defined through a transformation carried out by 
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people who are the actors within it. The system affects beneficially or adversely 
other people who are its customers and there is some agency with power of 
existence over it that is its owner. The system has to exist within an outside 
constraint forming its environment and the whole activity of system definition takes 
place within an ethos or Weltanschauung that affects our views of it. The 
methodology is essentially pluralistic in emphasizing that there will generally be 
multiple choices for most or all of these components, and the particular choices 
made will result in different system models. 
There are natural links between personal construct psychology and soft systems 
analysis, and repertory grid techniques have been applied to the computerization of 
the CATWOE conceptual modeling process. 
Weltanschauung 
Environment 
Owners 
Customers 
Transformation 
Student I Actors Need for § I Student unique Concern user ID about e 
and the 
FCSIT FCSIT password system 
Management to access security Display 
student to system 
financial 
information FCSIT 
Workers 
Record 
financial 
transaction 
Figure 2.2 CATWOE analysis operationalized in a concept mapping tool 
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2.2 Model of Malaysian Universities 
Basically, universities in Malaysia fall into four ideological models (as classified by 
Trowler): traditionalist, progressivist, enterprising, and social constructivist [5]. 
Traditionalists view universities predominantly as elitist in nature where academics 
are custodian of cultural, research, and disciplinary heritage of society. In such 
universities, teaching and research are given comparatively equal emphasis. The 
major weakness of this model is the bureaucratic structure of the university, which 
may hamper real exploitation of technologies. 
Progressivists believe on the equal opportunity in learning. They strongly 
advocate that universities should provide opportunities to those who are at 
disadvantaged. Teaching is given a greater preference over research as research 
is only seen as a means to upgrade the standing of the academicians only. 
Academic standards are seen as of lesser relevance, as such, the quality of 
education might be compromised. 
Enterprising universities focus on providing skills rather than content to the 
students to enable them to compete in the market place. They believe mastery of 
knowledge can later be pursued in the students' future working place. 
Social reconstructivists believe education can be a vital force for encouraging 
social change. This model supports the use of variety and flexibility in the 
university's curricula. However, providing flexibility could be easily hampered by the 
constraint of resources. 
Public universities in Malaysia can be generally described as traditionalist university 
while private colleges closely fit the descriptions of either the progressivist or 
enterprising model. Religious-based institutions may be subsumed under the 
umbrella of social reconstructivism. 
10 
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2.2.1 Current Scenario of Malaysian Public Universities 
Higher education in Malaysia, up to 1990, has been preoccupied with two main 
concerns: expanding progressively to meet the educational needs and demands of 
a growing population, and distributing tertiary education opportunities to redress 
ethnic imbalances (Gan and Ismail, 1998). Traditionally, Malaysian society puts a 
high premium on education and looks upon education as an important means of 
social immobility and economic advancement across lines of class or races. 
In terms of overall policy for higher education in the 1990s, at least three trends 
have been discernible so far (Gan and Liang, 1998). First, there is the move 
towards the democratization of higher education to further expand access. Second, 
with an unprecedented increase in the participation of the private sector in the arena 
of higher education, there is a trend towards more and closer cooperation between 
the private sector and the public sector. Third, there is the empowerment of existing 
public universities to motivate and steer them to greater heights. 
Expansion in terms of access has been rather dramatic: up until 1969, there was 
only one university in the whole country. Today, there are eleven public universities, 
five private universities - including a virtual university - and about 600 private 
colleges that run twinning programs with foreign universities. The Private Higher 
Educational Institutions Act 1996 officially recognized the role of private higher 
educational institutions in providing sufficient educational institutions in providing 
sufficient educational infrastructure as well as increasing the capacity to meet the 
demand for higher education. 
Lack of flexibility in meeting the demands for dynamic education programs and 
lifelong learning, inadequate systems of governance, and rigorous admission 
requirements in the public universities have been cited as among the reasons why a 
growing number of prospective students in Malaysia view private learning 
institutions as a better option to pursue their tertiary education. Public universities 
now are under increasing pressure to be more flexible to the extent that there is a 
pressing need for them to review their missions and to reengineer their functions. 
11 
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Active Server Pages (ASP) is a tool for creating dynamic web pages. ASP is a 
technology developed by Microsoft. Pages using ASP are developed in JavaScript, 
VBscript, or Perlscript and are integrated into the HTML web pages. The ASP code 
is compiled on-the-fly by the server and the resulting output is standard HTML, 
which is then passed to the browser and used to create the page itself, on the user 
screen. By using ASP, web pages can be dynamic, full of ever-changing content, 
and browser independent. 
The power of ASP lies in two facts: first, the HTML is not created until the user 
wants to see the web page, and second, it doesn't care what web browser is being 
used. 
2.3.1 Static Pages vs. Dynamic Pages 
A static web page is a page whose content consists of some HTML that was typed 
directly into a text editor and saved as an .htm or .html file. Thus, the author of the 
page has already completely determined the exact content of the page, in HTML, at 
some time before any user visits the page. 
Static, pure-HTML files make perfectly serviceable web pages. We can even spruce 
up the presentation and usability of such pages by adding more HTML to create 
frames and tables. However, there's only so much we can achieve by writing pure 
HTML, precisely because their content is completely determined before the page is 
ever requested. 
In order to overcome the weaknesses of static web page we need to replace the 
hard-coded HTML source with a set of instructions, which will be used to generate 
HTML for the page at the time the user requests the page. In others word, the page 
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is generated dynamically on request. With this technology, we can capture all sorts 
of information that isn't known at the time the instruction are written - for example: 
•!• The exact time when the page is requested 
•!• The user's identity and preferences 
•!• The type of browser they are using 
•!• Other information provided by the user's request 
•!• Information contained in databases, text files, XML files, etc 
The HTML-generation instruction can be written in such a way that they use this 
newly captured information to create up-to-the-minute, personalized, interactive web 
pages that serve fresh information every time they are requested. 
2.3.2 Dynamic Web Pages and ASP 
ASP is a technology that allows for the programmatic construction of HTML pages 
just before they delivered to the browser. In other words, with ASP we can write a 
set of instructions that can be used to generate HTML just after the web page has 
been requested by the client, and just before it is delivered. 
ASP is not a programming language although it does make use of existing 
languages such as JavaScript or VBScript. Moreover, it's not really as application 
either. Instead, ASP is more suitable described as a technology for building dynamic 
and interactive web pages. 
2.3.3 ASP Code 
When a web author writes an ASP page, it is likely to be composed of a combination 
of three types of syntax - some parts ASP, some parts HTML tags, and some parts 
pure text. All these constitution parts of the ASP are saved in a file with an .asp 
extension. 
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ASP code is executed on the web server, and generates pure HTML; the client 
machine doesn't need to provide any kind of ASP support at all. The web browser 
handles .htm page and .asp pages in exactly the same way because from the 
browser point of view, the process sending a page request to a web server and 
receiving a stream of pure HTML. 
WEB SERVER 
CLIENT MACHINE/ 
BROWSER FILE STORAGE 
PureHTML script 
Figure 2.3 Requesting an ASP page 
2.3.4 Advantages of Using a Server-side Technology 
The advantages of performing actions on the web server are: 
•!• Allows web developer to run programs in programming language that are not 
supported by user's browser 
•!• Enables web developer to program dynamic web applications browser-
independently, without recourse to client-side programming features such 
Java applets, Dynamic HTML, ActiveX controls, all which are browser 
specific 
•!• Can provide the client (browser) with data that does not reside at the client 
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•!• Often makes for quicker loading times than with client-side dynamic web 
technologies such as Java applets or ActiveX controls, because in the end, 
user are actually only downloading a page of HTML 
•!• Provides improved security measures, where web developer can writes code 
which can never be viewed from the browser 
2.3.5 Comments 
ASP isn't the first technology that offers the features mentioned above, but it is one 
of the most powerful and widely used in industry; and one of the fastest in the 
market. It is also said to be potentially one of the most important innovations to 
emerge on the Web - for developers and users of the Internet and intranets alike. 
However, that's not to say ASP pages are perfect. For example, the increase of 
workload on the server, which happens when the web site becomes popular, will 
slow down the ASP process time. Developer may need to invest more hardware to 
solve the problem. 
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Microsoft SQL Server is a high-performance, client/server relational database 
management system (RDBMS). It was designed to support high-volume transaction 
processing (such as that for online order entry, inventory, accounting, or 
manufacturing) as well as data warehousing and decision-support applications. 
2.4.1 The SQL Server Engine 
The SQL Server engine is designed to support a variety of demanding applications, 
such as online transaction processing (OL TP) and decision-support applications. At 
the core of its decision-support capabilities is Transact-SOL, Microsoft's version of 
Structured Query Language. Beneath this query language are the components that 
support transaction processing and recoverability. 
Transact-SQL 
Industry wide, SQL is a well-known and widely used data access language. Every 
mainstream database management system (DBMS) product implements SQL in 
some way. Transact-SOL (T -SQL) is a powerful and unique superset of the SOL 
standard. 
The SQL SELECT statement provides tremendous power and flexibility for retrieving 
information. Data from multiple tables can be easily projected and the results 
returned in tabular format with information chosen and correctly combined from the 
multiple tables. 
Transact-SQL Extensions 
Transact-SOL provides a number of capabilities that extend beyond typical 
implementations of SOL Queries that are difficult to write in standard SOL can be 
easily and efficiently written using these capabilities. Some favorites include the 
ability to embed additional SELECT statements in the SELECT list and the ability to 
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drill into a result set by further selecting data directly from a SELECT statement. a 
feature known as a derived table. Transact-SOL provides many system functions for 
dealing with strings (for finding sub strings and so on), for converting data types, 
and for manipulating and formatting date information. 
Transact-SOL also provides mathematical operations such as square root. In 
addition, special operators. such as CUBE and ROLLUP, allow multidimensional 
analysis to be efficiently projected at the database server, where the analysis can be 
optimized as part of the execution plan of a query. The CASE expression allows for 
complex conditional substitutions to be made easily in the SELECT statement. 
Multidimensional (sometimes referred to as OLAP, or online analytical processing) 
operators. such as CUBE. and conditional expressions, such as CASE, are 
especially useful in implementing data warehousing solutions with SOL Server. 
The Query Optimizer 
In Transact-SOL. a cost-based query optimizer determines the likely best way to 
access data. This automatic optimization allows you to concentrate on defining your 
query criteria rather than defining how the query should be executed. 
The SOL Server optimizer maintains statistics about the volume and dispersion of 
data. which it then uses to estimate the plan most likely to work best for the 
operation requested. Because a cost-based optimizer is by definition probability-
based, an application might want to override the optimizer in some specialized 
cases. In your application. you can specify optimizer hints that will direct the 
execution plan chosen. In addition, you can use one of SOL Server's SHOWPLAN 
options, which explains the execution plan chosen. provides insight into why it was 
chosen and even allows for tuning of the application and database design. 
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The Programmable Server 
Transact-SOL provides programming constructs-such as variables, conditional 
operations (IF-THEN-ELSE), and looping-that can dramatically simplify application 
development by allowing you to use a simple SQL script rather than a third-
generation programming language (3GL). These branching and looping constructs 
can dramatically improve performance in a client/server environment by eliminating 
the need for network conversations. Minimizing network latency is an important 
aspect of maximizing client/server application performance. 
2.4.2 DBMS-Enforced Data Integrity 
SQL Server enforces data integrity within the database itself, guaranteeing that 
complex business policies are followed and that mandatory relationships between 
data elements are complied with. 
SQL Server uses advanced data integrity features, such as stored procedures, 
declarative referential integrity (DRI), data types, constraints, rules, defaults, and 
triggers, to enforce data integrity. 
2.4.3 Symmetric Server Architecture 
SQL Server uses a single-process, multithreaded architecture known as Symmetric 
Server Architecture that provides scalable high performance with efficient use of 
system resources. With Symmetric Server Architecture, only one memory address 
space is provided for the DBMS, eliminating the overhead of having to manage 
shared memory. 
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2.4.4 Security 
SQL Server provides numerous levels of security. At the outermost layer, SQL 
Server logon security is integrated directly with Windows NT security, allowing a 
Windows NT server to authenticate users. With this Windows NT authentication in 
place, SQL Server can take advantage of the security features of Windows NT, such 
as password encryption, password aging, and maximum length restrictions on 
passwords. 
Windows NT authentication relies on trusted connections, which make use of the 
impersonation feature of Windows NT. Through impersonation, SQL Server can 
take on the security context of the Windows NT user account initiating the 
connection and test whether the security identifier (SID) has a valid privilege level. 
Windows NT impersonation and trusted connections are available with any of the 
available network interfaces (Net-Libraries) when connecting to SQL Server running 
under Windows NT. 
For SQL Server running under Windows 95 or Windows 98, Windows NT 
authentication isn't available. An administrator must create SQL Server login 
accounts within SQL Server. Any user connecting to SQL Server must supply a SQL 
Server login name and password, regardless of whether she has already logged on 
to the network. This type of validation is what's known as SQL Server 
authentication. 
SQL Server can be installed in a mixed security model, which means that Windows 
NT based clients can connect using Windows NT authentication, and connections 
that don't come from Windows NT clients, or that come across the Internet, can 
connect using SQL Server authentication. In addition, when connecting to an 
instance of SQL Server that has been installed with mixed security, a connection 
can always supply a SQL Server login name explicitly. This would allow a 
connection to be made using a login name distinct from the usemame in Windows 
NT. However, if you connect to an instance of SQL Server configured for only 
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Windows NT authentication, you won't be able to supply a SQL Server logon name, 
and your Windows NT username determines your level of access to SQL Server. 
2.4.5 Distributed Data Processing 
SQL Server provides features such as linked servers, remote stored procedure calls, 
and two-phase commit protocol that enables you to easily manage and use data in 
distributed environments. Microsoft Distributed Transaction Coordinator (MS DTC) 
was designed to be the vote collector and coordinator of transactions, and it allows 
many different types of systems to participate, laying the foundation for ACID 
transactions among heterogeneous systems. 
A system participating in a transaction coordinated by MS DTC manages its own 
work and is called a resource manager. This resource manager system 
communicates with MS DTC, which coordinates all the resource managers 
participating in the transaction to implement the two-phase commit protocol. 
Distributed transactions honoring the ACID properties are supported as a whole: the 
entire distributed transaction at all sites either commits or aborts. 
In the first phase of the two-phase commit protocol, all participating resource 
managers (that is, those that have enlisted in the transaction) prepare to commit. 
This means that they have acquired all the locksand resources they need to 
complete the transaction. MS DTC then acts as a vote collector. If it gets 
confirmation that all participants are prepared to commit, it signals to go ahead and 
commit. 
The actual COMMIT is the second phase of the protocol. If one or more participants 
notify the system that it can't successfully prepare the transaction, MS DTC 
automatically sends a message to all participants indicating that they must abort the 
transaction. (In this case, an abort, rather than a commit, is the second phase of the 
protocol.) If one or more participants don't report back to MS DTC in phase one, the 
resource managers that have indicated they're prepared to commit (but haven't 
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committed because they haven't received the instruction to do so yet) are said to be 
in doubt. Resource managers that have transactions in doubt indefinitely hold the 
locks and resources necessary to ultimately commit or roll back the transaction, 
preserving the ACID properties. (SQL Server provides a way to force in-doubt 
transactions to abort.) 
Another important distributed capability allows SQL Server to issue a remote 
procedure call (RPC) to another server running SQL Server. Remote procedure 
calls are stored procedures that can be invoked from a remote server, allowing 
server-to-server communication. This communication can be accomplished 
transparently to the client application, because the client can execute a procedure 
on one server, and that procedure can then invoke a procedure located on a 
different server. 
Using RPCs can easily extend the capacity of an application without the added cost 
of reengineering the client application. Remote procedure calls optionally can be 
coordinated by the MS DTC service to ensure that the transactions maintain their 
ACID properties. The default behavior is to not execute the RPC in the context of a 
transaction so that if the local transaction is rolled back, work done by the RPC will 
still be committed. This behavior can be overridden by using the command BEGIN 
DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION, or by setting the configuration option remote proc 
trans to 1. 
Distributed data can also be managed by defining and accessing linked servers. A 
linked server can be any data source for which an OLE DB provider exists. The 
most commonly used OLE DB providers are the SQL Server OLE DB provider; the 
Jet provider, which allows you to connect to Microsoft Access databases; and the 
Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) provider, which allows you to connect to any 
ODBC data source. 
A linked server is a logical name, defined using the stored procedure 
sp_addlinkedserver. The information you provide when you define the linked server 
includes the name and location of the datasource to connect to. Once you've 
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defined the name, you can use that name as the first part of a four-part name for 
any object, such as tables, views, or stored procedures. Objects on the linked server 
can be queried as well as modified, and they can be used in joins with local objects. 
The types of queries possible on the linked server depend on the capabilities of the 
particular OLE DB providers. Some providers, such as the one for SQL Server, 
allow all data modification operations and full transaction control across linked 
servers. Others, such as the OLE DB provider for text files, allow only querying of 
data. 
2.5 Departmental Server 
In the simplest case, all the documents available via a single web server come from 
a single source and none of the materials needs to be hidden from the users of that 
machine. In this case, using a single account to create web documents and making 
all of them world-readable allows them to be served over the web. 
One significant drawback of this approach is that any user can modify all the 
documents with access to the single account being used and only by such a user. 
An obvious solution to this problem is to use separate accounts for different users or 
groups of users. This allows different individuals and groups to use a common 
server to distribute files provided that those files are readable by the server. In many 
cases, "readable by the server" can be adequately translated into "readable by any 
user on the system." After all, the web server is going to publish the documents to 
the world. But web access to various documents and services can be limited by a 
variety of mechanisms, and one is still left with the question of limiting access to 
documents by other users of the system. Running web servers only on systems with 
severely restricted login bases is one way to approach this problem. Judicious 
structuring of the login accounts and groups is the approach this proposal outlines. 
There are situations where it is not appropriate to have all web documents left 
world-readable. The documents may come from multiple, unrelated sources. The 
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documents may contain sensitive information, and will need to be protected from 
access by other users on the machine. The web server may get the documents from 
a file system that is also exported to another networked machine, whose users 
should not have access to the information. 
The solution is simplest when the documents only need to be protected from users 
not involved in their creation. A special group can be created that all information 
providers and the web server itself will share. The documents can be set to this 
group ownership, and will no longer need to be left world readable. 
If information providers need to protect documents from each other, several groups 
can be created one for each information provider. The server will need to belong to 
all of these groups. This method is most secure, but is limited by the number of 
distinct groups that the operating system allows any single user to belong to. 
All of these situations can be addressed by creating special web information 
providing accounts and groups, and setting memberships and privileges appropriate 
to individual situations. 
2.5.1 Users Involve in Web Operation 
Information Providers 
Information Providers are users who write, edit and maintain documents that are 
published through the web. There are two categories of information providers. There 
are two types of information providers: individual information providers and 
institutional information providers. 
Individual information providers are users who make their own documents available 
through the web. Individual information providers can be added to the web using two 
different methods. The web server often allows for a special directory in every user's 
account that is automatically available. For web servers lacking this feature, a 
special directory can be created in the web server's document space, and 
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individuals added with symbolic links pointing outside of the document space. All 
individual information providers are treated as a whole by the web server, so they 
will not be able to put special restrictions on their files. 
Institutional information providers are users who provide institutional information 
through the web. Institutional information providers use special accounts (distinct 
from their personal use account) for placing documents into the web. Each such 
account may be used either by a single person or by several to promote 
collaborative work. In any case, all persons using this single account are treated as 
a unit. Files created by each institutional information provider will be protected from 
modification by others. Additional groups can be created to to protect files from 
access by other users of the system, while still allowing them to be served over the 
web. Because the web server pseudo-user must have access to all files to be 
served, the OS limit on the number of groups to which a single user can belong also 
limits the number of special information provider groups which can have materials 
served to the web but not readable by all all users on the system. 
Web Server Pseudo-User 
The web server itself must have access to all of the documents that can be made 
available via the web. In all other respects, it must be completely unprivileged. This 
is best accomplished by creating a special "user". This "user" isn't any individual or 
group of individuals, just a convenient/necessary mechanism. To call attention to 
this fact, we call it a "pseudo-user." By the very nature of its role, this pseudo-user 
must be able to access all information that any information provider wants to make 
available via the web. 
Web Administrators 
A Web Administrator is any one of the groups of individuals responsible for 
maintaining the web server. Via a common login, web administrators handle web 
server configuration and installation, as well as web-related communication with 
those using the web server to publish/provide information/services. Thus, that 
common login must have the same access to the files being served as the login and 
full write and update access to web configuration files. 
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System Administrators 
System administrators are the team responsible for administration of the machine, 
such as creating accounts or managing disks. While it is possible to run a web 
server without any involvement from system administrators, this prevents almost all 
of the structure features mentioned in this document. At a minimum, system 
administrators must be involved in creating the special accounts and groups, 
arranging for the web server to start automatically, and restarting it when 
configuration changes are made. While some overlap between the system 
administrators and the web administrators is not unusual, the roles are distinct. 
2.6 Client/Server 
Client/server computing has created a deep paradigmatic shift in IT industry. It is 
replacing monolithic mainframe applications split across client and server lines. The 
client - typically a PC - provides the graphical interface, while the server provides 
access to shared resources - typically a database. Distributed objects and the 
Internet are new client/server revolution within the client/server revolution. Objects 
break-up the client and server sides of an application into smart components that 
can play together and roam across networks. 
2.6.1 Client/Server Definition 
Even though client/server is the leading industry buzzword, there is no consensus 
iU1 wtiai U~ili toFm actually meana. Baaleally, clients and servers are separate logical 
entities that work together over a network to accomplish a task. All client/server 
system will have the following distinguishing characteristics that differentiate it from 
other forms of distributed software: 
•!• Service: Client/server is primarily a relationship between processes running 
on separate machines. The server is a provider of services. The client is a 
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consumer of services. In essence, client/server provides a clean separation 
of function based on the idea of service. 
•!• Shared resources: A server can service many clients at the same time and 
regulate their access to shared resources. 
•!• Asymmetrical protocols: There is a many-to-one relationship between 
clients and server 
•!• Transparency of location: The server is a process that can reside on the 
same machine as the client or on a different machine across a network. 
Client/server software usually masks the location of the server from the 
clients by redirecting the service calls when needed. A program can be a 
client, a server, or both. 
•!• Mix-and-match: The ideal client/server software is independent of hardware 
or operating system software platforms. User should be able to mix-and-
match client and server platforms. 
•!• Message-based exchanges: Client and server are loosely coupled systems 
that interact through a message-passing mechanism. The message is the 
delivery mechanism for the service request and replies. 
•!• Encapsulation of services: The server is a "specialist". A message tells a 
server what service is requested; it is then up to the server to determine how 
to get the job done. Server can be upgraded without affecting the clients as 
long as the published message interface is not changed. 
•!• Scalability: Client/server systems can be scaled horizontally or vertically. 
Horizontal scaling means adding or removing client workstations with only a 
slight performance impact. Vertical scaling means migrating to a larger and 
faster server machine or multi-servers. 
•!• Integrity: The server code and server data is centrally maintained, which 
results in cheaper maintenance and the guarding of shared data integrity. At 
the same time, the clients remain personal and independent. 
The client/server characteristics described above allow intelligence to be easily 
distributed across a network. These features also provide a framework for the 
design of loosely coupled network-based application. 
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2.6.2 Fat Servers vs. Fat Client 
ClienUserver models can be distinguished by the server they provide and how the 
distributed application is split between the client and the server. 
Fat client Fat sever 
Application 
Client Server 
Figure 2.4 Fat Servers vs. Fat Client 
Fat clients are the more traditional forms of clienUserver. The bulk of the application 
runs on the client side of the equation. In both the file server and database server 
models, clients know how the data is organized and stored on the server side. Fat 
clients are used for decision support and personal software. They provide flexibility 
and opportunities for creating front-end tools that let end-users create their own 
application. 
Fat server applications are easier to manage and deploy on the network because 
most of the code runs on the servers. Fat servers try to minimize network 
interchanges by creating more abstract levels of service. Transaction and object 
servers, for example, encapsulate the database. Instead of exporting raw data, they 
export the procedures (or methods in object-oriented terminology) that operate on 
that data. The client in fat server model provides the GUI and interacts with the 
server through remote procedure calls (or method invocations). 
Each clienUserver model has its uses. In many cases, the models complement each 
other, and it is not unusual to have them coexist in one application. For example, a 
GroupWare imaging application could require an "all-in-one" server that combines 
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file, database, transaction, and object services. Fat servers, used for mission-critical 
application, represent the new growth area for PC-basecf clienUserver computing. 
2.6.3 Types of Client/Server Architecture 
There are various clienUserver architectures. Basically, they can be divided into 
three main categories, i.e. single-tier, two-tier and multi-tier clienUserver 
architectures. 
Typically, an application has three basic layers, they are: 
•!• Presentation logic: Presentation layer is where the user interfaces are build. It 
is the front-end layer that interacts. 
•!• Business logic: Business layer will handle the business rules of the application. 
•!• Data access logic: Data storage and retrieval are handled by the data access 
logic. It plays important roles in data integrity and maintenance. 
Single-tier Client/Server 
The single-tier clienUserver architecture is the first generation of clienUserver system 
and it has a single application layer to support the user interface, business rules and 
the data access logic. In this architecture, data can be stored not in the same 
location as the application, but the data access logic is in the application layer. 
Two-tier Client/Server 
The two-tier clienUserver architecture is more regarded to splitting of process to 
workstation layer and database. It is mainly for network traffic reduction as the 
processing of data is being carried out in the database server instead of transfer all 
the data to client site (a workstation) to be processed. There are two types of two-
tier clienUserver i.e. fat clienUthin server and thin clienUfat server. Fat client/thin 
server is more commonly used because it is most simple to implement. The 
presentation and business logic are implemented in the client site, while the data 
access layer is with the database server. In the thin clienUfat server architecture, 
business logic is pushed to the server and it is invoked by sending a request to the 
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server that includes the stored procedure name and any other parameter values. 
This request can be easily transmitted using remote database protocols and 
implemented simply using database middleware like Microsoft's Open Database 
Connectivity (ODBC). 
Client 
Multi-tier Client/Server 
Tasks/Services 
•!• User interface 
•!• Presentation services 
•!• Application 
Tasks/Services 
•!• Application 
•!• Business services 
•!• Data services 
Figure 2. 5 Two-tier Client/Server 
Multi-tier clienUserver architecture is design to solve the problems encountered in 
two-tier system. There are two categories of multi-tier system, which is three-tier 
client/server and N-tier clienUserver. 
Three-tier clienUserver is an architecture where an additional middle tier is inserted 
between a thin client and thin server. The middle tier is responsible to act upon 
client request, apply business logic and invoke the database server request. It also 
will have to handle the database responses, apply further business logic and 
generate a client response. Thus, when the business logic need to be enhanced, 
the system only need to develop a new user interface and used the existing layer of 
business logic and data access logic. 
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Tasks/Services 
•!• User interface 
•!• Presentation services 
Client 
- -- -------U-····· .. ··· -······ ···-··········-······ ··-··········-····· ·····-··········-·· ·· 
Application 
server 
Business object 
comD<ment Task/Services 
•!• Application 
•!• Business 
comoonent 
services/Object 
Tasks/Services 
•!• Data validation 
•!• Data services 
Figure 2. 6 Three-tier Client/Server 
A further extension of three-tier architecture is the N-tier client/server. In this system, 
the business logic is partitioned and distributed over several machines. Whereas the 
middle tiers will have connection to various types of services, integrate them with 
the client, and to each other. Besides that, the N-tier system is scalable as it 
enables distribution of the workload over many CPUs (using either symmetric 
multiprocessing or massively parallel clustered technology). 
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2.6.4 Web Application 
Web application is a normal application resides in a web server, which is remotely 
accessed by the web browsers. Using this way, the clients do not have to have any 
software tools installed in their computers in order to access to the web application. 
Maintenance of application is done in server without users' computer. 
2.6.5 Comments 
Without doubt, multi-tier client/server architecture is currently the major excitement 
in business. It is because of its advantages of modular reusability services on the 
network and outstanding performance compared with other architecture. 
2. 7 User Interface Design 
Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is important in order to come out with an 
effective user interface. It is the studies of how human design, develop and use 
interactive computer system as well as how the computers affect individuals, 
organizations, and society. The studies include new interaction techniques for 
supporting user tasks, a better access to information and more powerful forms of 
communication. 
HCI involves: 
•!• Input and output as well as the interaction techniques of using them 
•!• The way of control and monitor computer's actions 
•!• The way of request and present information 
•!• Types of help, documentation and training 
•!• Processes involve during interface development 
Tools used to design, develop, test and evaluate user interface 
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2.7.1 Techniques of Human Computer Interaction 
•!• Direct Manipulation of Graphical Objects 
Direct manipulation of graphica~ objects is regarded to the manipulation of 
objects using a light-pen, grabbing objects, moving of objects, changing of size 
as well as using constrains, widgets, iconic representation, gesture recognition, 
dynamic menus, selection of icons by pointing, and mode and mode-free styles 
of interaction. 
Multiple tiled windows are used for views of murtiple programs or data or for 
multiple views of a single program or data block. 
•!• Hypertext Unk 
Hypertext link is regarding a highlighted text that could be click on in order to 
navigate to other screens or pages. This idea has been significantly introduced 
by HyperCard from Apple (1988) widely. The rapid growth of the World Wide 
Web is one of the main results of Tim Bemers-Lee's application of Hypertext 
link as the interface to mostly existing capabilities of the Internet. 
•!• Others 
There are many other examples of HIC research including work that led to 
drawing programs, paint programs, animation systems, text editing, 
spreadsheets, multimedia, 30, virtual reality, interface builders, event-driven 
architectures, usability engineering and a very long list of other significant 
developments. 
2. 7.3 Graphical User Interface and Standards 
Graphical User Interface {GUI) provides a standard look and feel of applications. tt 
has contribute to the less time spent to learn and develop an application. A GUI is 
an application environment that can work with graphical object. 
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2.7.3 Benefits of GUI 
•!• Consistency and standard user interfaces enable users to learn easily and faster 
especially when come to second application because they have familiar with the 
environment. 
•!• What You See Is What You Get (WYSISYG) concept is very useful. For example, 
output can be preview before printing. 
•!• Enable manipulation of objects, lines and curves and filled closed areas with 
color. 
•!• GUI able to specify the data fields when setting up reports and select sort keys. 
It also enables transfer data from or to other applications. 
•!• Extend the direct manipulation approach. The user can, for example, drag file 
icons to the printer without loading the application that created them. 
2.7.4 Drawbacks of GUI 
Space and memory consumed. The costs include the expense of graphic cards, 
pointing devices and extra memory. As GUI run in graphic mode, screen refresh is 
usually slower as well. If speed is important, a GUI's consistency may not be 
sufficient compensation. 
2.7.5 Comments 
In the system design user interface will be design based on consistency, simplicity 
and user friendly. Besides that, the system will be designed, as it is suitable to 
deploy as a web-page application. 
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3. System Analysis 
Requirements engineering is the process of establishing the services the system 
should provide and the constrains under which it must operate. Requirements 
analysis is part of the requirements engineering process. 
Requirements analysis is the process of deriving the system requirements through 
observation of existing system, discussions with potential users and procures, task 
analysis and so on. It may involve the development of one or more different system 
models. System prototypes may also be developed to help understand the 
requirements. 
3.1 Current Environment 
Currently, there's no computerize financial information system in the Faculty of 
Computer Science and Information Technology. All financial transactions in the 
faculty are recorded manually in an account book. Besides that, the faculty also 
doesn't have a web page for student financial information. 
Basically, the current financial system in FSCIT can be divided into two transactions: 
income and expenses transaction. There are two main source of income for the 
FCSIT, the first and main income is from the Treasurer of University of Malaya and 
the secondary income is from renting out properties of FSCIT. 
Every year UM's Treasurer will allocate an amount of budget for all faculties and 
departments in UM; the amount of money will then be debited into each faculties' or 
departments' account separately. The total figure of the budget will be send to the 
faculty's dean by mail. Then FCSIT's dean will validate the amount of money 
allocated and send a mail stating the amount of money to the faculty's account clerk 
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for recording purpose. If the faculty's dean would like to allocate more budget for the 
faculty, he will apply from the UM's Treasurer through mail. 
Another income of the FSCIT is through renting out the faculty's properties such as: 
lecturer hall, computer laboratory and so on. Vice-dean is authorize to approve the 
renting and all the income statement will be send to the account clerk for recording. 
Expenses or credit from the account book happens when someone in the faculty 
spends on FCSIT's account If a FCSIT worker, e.g. lecturer, system analyst, chief 
officer or technician, wanted to buy something for faculty use or spend on the 
faculty's account, they will apply the budget or claims from dean through order 
forms. Currently there are three types of order form (Appendix B) according to the 
amount of money applied. The order form will be send to the dean via the office 
clerk. If the dean approve the application, the order form will be send back to the 
account clerk; else, a reject letter will be send to the applicant 
When the office clerk receives the approved order form, she will issue purchase 
order and send it back to the dean for approval. After that, the purchase order will 
be sending to the supplier and at the same time the account clerk will record the 
transaction into the account book. 
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Figure 3.1 A rich picture of current FCSIT's financial system 
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There are a few problems or weakness in the current system: 
•!• Process time takes too long 
The process of budget application takes too long and involves too many entities. 
Applicants have to send their order forms to the dean via office clerk. Sometimes 
there will be a few days delay on the office clerk before the order forms were 
send to the dean. In the new system, applicant can sent their order forms directly 
to the dean's "applications box" on-line, therefore delay can be avoided. Besides 
that, applicants can also check their order form's status whether it has been 
processed, approved or rejected. 
•!• No sufficient information retrieval system 
Currently, all financial transaction in the faculty is recorded manually in an 
account book. There is no computerize system that keeps the data in a 
database, therefore information retrieval is not efficient and limited. In the new 
system, a database will be created to store all financial transaction and 
information. 
•!• Not paperless oriented 
The faculty have been using computer-based word processing systems for many 
years but this has not yet led to the paperless university: rather the reverse. This 
is because the purpose of word processing systems is to produce paper output. 
Once the paper has been produced its distribution, management and disposal 
follow the traditional pattern established and refined in offices of every sort in the 
twentieth century. In the proposed system, web-based application and electronic 
distribution technology will be applied, where users can send, read and approve 
documents through the Internet. 
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System requirements may include functional requirements and non-functional 
requirements. A functional requirement describes a system service or function; on 
the other hand, non-functional requirement is a constrain placed on the system or 
on the development process. 
3.2.1 Functional Requirements 
Functional requirements needed in FIS are: 
•!• Data searching 
The system must be able to search archive data in the database and display 
the information in appropriate form. 
•!• Display current financial status 
The system must be able to display the account balance and monthly 
expenses. 
•!• Authentication 
Security is one of the most important features in FIS. Thus authentication is 
needed to control the access level of each user. Basically, there are three 
levels of access control and they are mainly for super user, database 
administrator and normal user. 
•:• Multiple user access 
The system must be able to be accessed by more than one user at the same 
time. 
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•!• Data maintenance 
Data in the database can be maintained by the system. Updating of the latest 
account must be handled. 
3.2.2 Non-functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements that must be included in FCSIT -FIS are: 
•!• Maintainability 
The system can be corrected should an error is encountered, can be adapted 
should there be changes in requirements, or enhanced in the future. 
•!• User friendliness 
GUI design will focus on user friendliness and the ease of learning and 
understanding by all levels of users. 
•!• Help 
The system should be able to provide user manual to guide user in using the 
system. 
•!• Reliability, robustness and accuracy 
The system needs a robust interface to prevent interface errors from 
corrupting the system. Besides that, the system also needs to have the ability 
to checks on the system inputs to ensure correct data is provided in order to 
protect system integrity. 
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Hardware and software required in the Financial Information System can be divided 
to client site and server site. 
The clients' computer is any personal computer with network interface card (NIC), 
network connection and a browser (IE or Netscape). 
Hardware requirements for the server are: 
•:• A multimedia PC with a Pentium II processor 
•:• 64MB RAM or more 
•:• 2 GB of hard disk space 
•:• Network Interface Card and network connection with recommended 
n\bandwidth at 1OM bps or more 
Software that is needed in the server for FIS are: 
•:• Microsoft Windows 2000 
•:• Internet Information Server (ISS) 
•:• Microsoft Visual Basic 
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4. System Design 
The information collected earlier in the System Analysis stage is used to accomplish 
the logical design of FIS. However, designing is a more creative and challenging 
process than analyzing. It includes: 
1. system architecture design; 
2. database design; 
3. user interface design; and 
4. system functionality design 
4.1 FIS Architecture Design 
FIS will deploy the client/server architecture and will be distributed into several 
layers. 
FIS Oient 
•!• User interface 
•!• Presentation seiVices 
FIS Application 
•!• Application 
services/Object 
....- -. 
MS SQL Database Server 
..-
·:· Data validation 
Database ·:· Data services 
..-
·:· Data storage 
Database Server 
Figure 4.1 The FCSIT-FIS Architecture 
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The FCSIT -FIS will be using the distributed architecture where the application 
components of the system are distributed to several layers by taking into 
consideration the nature of the application and the development tool used. The 
purpose of using this type of architecture is to maximize the performance of FCSIT-
FIS. 
The FCSIT -FIS application is executed on the client machine. The client as the 
front-tier communicates with the backend-tier, Microsoft SQL server through the 
middle-tier whereby the middle-tier consists of the Microsoft liS. 
4.1.1 Front End Layer 
FIS Client 
The FIS web client is a thin client, which needs only a web browser such as: Internet 
Explorer and Netscape to access to the system. 
4.1.2 Middle-tier 
FIS Web Server 
FIS application will be processed in this server before the requested pages are 
presented on the client's screen. All the application scenes (user interface) and 
system functionality are developed and stored in this server. 
4.1.3 Back End Layer 
Microsoft SQL Database Server 
The FIS database server will store the system data and information in objects 
manner. 
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When a client wanted to access to the system, a connection between the client site 
and web server will be established, and from there, the web server will interact with 
the database server to retrieve the necessary data. 
4.2 Database Design 
In database design, structures and framework of FIS database are defined. The 
database is designed base on the object database model. 
4.2.1 Database Object Model 
News ImDate 
ID AutoNumber ID Auto Number 
NewsDate Date/Time Month Number 
Title Text Day Number 
Description Text Event Text 
FileLoc Text 
Order Form ProcessedOrderF 
~ orm FormiD AutoNumber Date Date/Time FormiD Number Name Text Approved Yes/No Item Text Reason Tex1: 
Qty Number Name Text ~ Amotmt Currency Date Date/Time 
Reason Text 
Status Text 
Login 
___. 
UserName Text 
PSW Password 
UserType Text 
+-Name Text 
ID Text 
Post Text 
Figure 4.2 Database Object Model 
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From the object database model, the objects (as classes) and their relationships are 
drawn. Arrow lines connecting the classes represent relationships between each 
class. 
4.2.2 Data Dictionary 
Class News 
News class is a class for Administrator to store latest financial news and events in 
the FCSIT. 
r.J'' Attribute Name · DafacType ,,, ,•'.lt, .''~ )"' .Deseri ,. ·~ .. :;~ . ~. ,;:r· ptioa OU f ( 
.·. 
·;~ • .- •. ~· ~ :>_,:';~ 
. ,.:o, ' 
ID Auto Number • Special ID 
NewsDate Dateffime • The news or event posted date 
Title Text • The news or event title 
Description Text • Description of the news or event 
FileLoc Text • The actual path of the news or event's content 
Table 4.1 Class News 
Class lmDate 
lmDate class is a class for Administrator to store important dates for students to 
remember. 
Attribute Name ·~· Data Type 'I• • '')• ''i'- ~ !.~'' ., ·neserlption 'i· ·"J 0 • ·~ 't ,. /'; '[(; 
"· '· -~· 
ID Auto Number • Special ID to keep track to the Important Date 
Month Number • Month of the date 
Day Number • Day of the date 
Event Text • Event to be remember 
Table 4.1 Class lm.Date 
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Fees class is a class for Administrator to store general fees information. 
Attribute Name Data type . I• ' D.eserip~~ . "'' ~~ : "':~~~·. ,.;, 
' 
ID Auto Number • Special ID to trace fees 
Description Text • Description of the fees 
Amount Currency • To store the cost of fees 
Table 4.3 Class Fees 
Class Account 
Account class is to store the account information of FCSIT. 
0 
FCSIT 
•'· r ,;~ 
.. 
. r. q,. :>: 
Attribate Name Data Type ' ~ription c .~ ·~~r 
~ .C , ;;· "~ ;' •.. 8· j~,.i ; ·,Jt ·. . ·. 
" 
Date Dateffime • Date of the PO issued 
PO Text • To Store the Purchase Order ID 
Item Text • Description of the item 
Total Currency • Total amount 
Allotment Text • To store the allotment code 
Note Text • Special note added by administrator 
Table 4.4 Class Account 
Class Login 
Login class is needed to store the information of users' details. It is also very 
important to limit certain users' authorities. 
Attribute Name Data Type ~· . -~~ " ~ Deseriptioa ,·'}; l · . ~ '"',":. '~~~ 
,., . r,! "• . ; ~'· , ,.,, 
UserName Text • User's login ID 
PSW Text • User's password 
UserType Text • User type limits user's functionality 
Name Text • User's full name 
ID Text • User's employee ID 
Post Text • User's post in FCSIT 
. Table 4.5 Class Logm 
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OrderForm class is to store information of user's submitted order form. 
Attribute Ntnae Data Type Deseriptitm .; -~~,i I 
"' 
' '~ 
FormiD Auto Number • Special ID to keep track of the order form 
Date Dateffime • Date of the form submitted 
Name Text • Name of the applicant 
Item Text • Item requested 
Qty Number • Quantity of the item 
Amount Currency • Amount of the item 
Reason Text • Reasons to buy the ordered item 
Status Text • Indicate whether the form has been processed 
Table4.6 Class OrderForm 
Class ProcessedOrderForm 
ProcessedOrderForm is needed to store the processed order form information. 
· Attribute Name Data Type ·DesCription . ··<"'''-! .. . · · ;o,~' "" ' ~· 
FormiD Text • Special ID to keep track of the order form 
Approved Yes/No • To indicate the form has been approved or rejected 
Reason Text • Reason to approve or reject the order form 
Name Text • Name of user 
Date Dateffime • Date of the form processed 
Table 4. 7 Class ProcessedOrderForm 
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FIS is designed in such a way to be published through web. The following are 
guidelines used in FIS user interface design. 
•!• Consistent labels, standard abbreviations and predictable colors 
Scenes of the FIS use a consistent format of label, command input, color 
selection, etc. this will improve the user friendliness of the system and provide a 
more tidy design. 
•!• Offer meaningful feedback 
FIS provides the user with visual feedback. This ensures that two-way 
communication between the user and the interface is established. 
•!• Page layout and presentation 
The page layout and presentation is regarded how the page look like it supposed 
to when rendered by different browser. 
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4.3.1 Prototype of User Interface 
The user interface design of FIS are shown as the following: 
~ of M!1ayJ : F!C!4y of CO!T!I!IW Sc1!n?e & lt!t!!nna!on Ttol!noloay : !: 
f!2lm : Finonoial lnfc<~•Jition systom 
a-taculty Engi ioh I IP!ohasJ ........ 
Monday, January 15, 2001 
1115AJ1 Pinjaman PJPJN 
Pelajar-pelajaryang membuat pinjaman separuh pada bulan Wei dan Ogos 2000 
telah ditawarkan pinjaman penuh oleh PTPTN. Sila semak tawaran tersebut 
d ... read 9n" " 
1115AJ1 Pelajar Tajaan JPA 
Pela)ar tajaan JPA yang telah diberi perlanjutan pln)aman diminta menghantar 
terus satu salinan slip keputusan pepertksaan semesta 1, sesi2000J01 
ke ... read on,.,. 
1!15AJ1 Elaun Sarahidyp PelajarTajaan PETRONAS 
Slla ambll pertlatian bahawa kadar baru elaun sarahidup yang berkuatkuasa 
pada bulan April 200 adalah seperti berlkut l)azah Pertama Sastera : 
RMSOO .. . read on>> 
1!15AJ1 Waran PIPTN 
Waran yang bertarlkh bulan No~~ember telah tam at sahlakU. PTPTN akan 
membuat per1arasan untuk bayaran dengan menghantar terus ke akaun pelajar. 
Waran .. . read 00"" 
1001 Pinjaman PTPTN 
semua pelajaryang telah mengemukakan borang permintaan pin]aman PTPTN 
tetapl maslh belum menerima jawapan dart PTPTN atau baru hendak memoh9n 
dinasih ... read 9n"" 
Mlinbin by Faculty of Computer Science lllnf-ion Technology 
Sond- ... --· tb ol!ioretoilyJhoo.ogm ~ modify : Clsoombof' 1, 2000 
bestvieoo.th .. . 
Figure 4.3 FIS Main Page 
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~~~~==~~~~~--~~--~~~ 
t'fjJ; WeJcome to FCSITs FinanclallnfonmJdon System 
FCSIT 
Please sign in yuur Usemame & P8SSWJI'd 
Usemame: J 
Password: 
This -Is p- by: 
\.W¥mt1 o! Wm 
Figure 4.4 FIS Login Page 
Financial Information System - Staff Sevices provides the following 
inofrmation: 
Staff can apply budget online instead of going to the office personaly. 
VIew applic:atiotJ stdiUII 
----·--·-----
Shows the user's application status, whether it has been processed, approved 
or rejected. 
User can change their password online 
Figure 4. 5 FIS Staff Services Page 
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l,thmi!y ot M!!rt• : faol4y of Come!4tr Soionoo & lll1qml!!ti!! Ied!Do!otJ : t: 
E!2!!!!Jt : f!n;mcla! fnformotlon S\!sttm : Sludert s.ovlou 
Financial Information System • Student Sevices provides the following 
inofnnation: 
Ger~«allnforrnalion 
• Shows the rate oftees (basic) needed to study In the Faculty of Computer 
Science & Information Technology 
• Important dates to be remember 
• Banks available in University of Malaya 
Rnundal Aid seMces 
Shows the list of Financial Aid Services available in Unlversily of ~alaya 
------ --· ---·- --------------
• Ust all the scholarshiP and loans o1rered to students in the Faculty of 
Computer Science & Information Technology 
• Do and oonrs in applying scholarship and loans 
Lilt est Financial Hew• & Ewnts 
Frequ ... Asked Question 
Some solutions to problems always faced 'at/ students 
Figure 4. 6 FIS Student Services Page 
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\Jnlv@ly 2f M;olm : FaC!II!y ot ~or S!l*e !lfn1~ I!dmo!opy : !: 
f.u.f1JL: Fiu;rgeial !pfonnjlli<>a 3ygtm : .odmlnislnlion Services 
Financial Information System - Administrati~e Sevices allows the 
aministrator to do the following maintenance job: 
• Upload latest bulletin, edit or delete bulletin 
• Add new fees, edit or delete outdated fees rate 
• Add new important dates, edit or delete outdated detes to remember 
• Allow the administrator to view all the application forms 
• Delete the processed, rejected or approved application fOrms 
AttOUIItS 
• Lets the administrator to view the account book according to dates 
• Allows the administrator to do account transactions online 
Figure 4. 7 FIS Administrative Page 
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Financial Information System- SuperUser has the highest authority in 
controling and maintaining the system. SuperUser can access to rNery 
function available for administrator or staff', pl.us the following function: 
• Add new user and gll/9 authority to dlll'erent user to access dlll'erent 
fUnction ofFIS 
• Edit or delete .user 
18 Jon, 21101 
lloorroorM: 
.cnterw,.,e 
~ypo: 
Stsp~ 1 ·~E1J 
(~ 
•. 
Acc:ount 
SuperUser can approve or reject budget application online (iadmin 
Figure 4.8 FIS Super User Services Page 
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4.4 Process Design 
4.4.1 System Model of FIS 
fl5 
Financial Information System 
System Design 
Figure 4.9 The System Model of FIS 
The system model is clearly describing the FIS system together with its subsystem. 
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4.4.2 Process Flow Diagram of FIS 
The more detail description of FIS processes is shown in the following process flow 
diagrams. The following process flow diagrams includes: 
•!• The high-level process of FIS 
•!• The process flow of authentication 
•!• The process flow of adding new data 
•!• The process flow of editing data 
•!• The process flow of deleting data 
Record log information Exea.te called fl.l"lction 
Figure 4.10 High-Level Process Flow Diagram of FIS 
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Relu'n to login 
page 
Figure 4.11 Process Flow of Authentication 
Add new liMa to 
database 
Display error 
message and 
retl60 to previous 
page 
Figure 4.12 Process Flow of Adding New Data 
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Figure 4.13 Process Flow of Editing Data 
Delete data 
Searchr~ed 
41111 
Figure 4.14 Process Flow of Deleting Data 
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The following DFD depict the overview of system inputs, process, and outputs, 
which correspond to data movement through the system. 
Below are the DFD for security section of FIS. 
Reject authentication 1 User Login 
'Login 
I .. 
L ... .... 
,~ 
Username & password 
Validat e & verified 
,~ 
2 
Log information Execute 
·························································································· requested 
• fimction 4 
Record log Exit fun 
information ,, 
ction request 
\. 3 
~ Logout 
: .............................. -................ - ............ __ ,, , ........... --.. 
Log information 
Figure 4.15 Diagram Ofor FIS's Usei7Ulme & Password Validadon 
Login 
1.1 
Validate 
username& 
password 
1.2 
Verify 
authentication 
Usemame & password 
Figure 4.16 Child Diagram for Process 1 in Figure 4.15 
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The following are the child diagram for FIS function request. 
, 
2.1 
Select function 
Validated & verified authentication 
.... 
..... 
\... ./ 
, 
2.2 
Verify access 
level to 
functionality 
./ 
Not valid 
Valid ,, + 
,..... 
....... 
2.3 2.1 r-... 
FIS Retrieve Execute function Display error _ .. 
message and Database .... ... 
""' return to login 
r-... 
_.. Update 
J 
t Exi n nr t fu ctlo equest 
Figure 4.17 Child Diagram for Process 2 in Figure 4.15 
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5. System Implementation and Testing 
5.1 System Implementation 
The implementation phase of the system development is concerned with translating 
design specification into a real working version. It is also the process of assuring 
that the system is operational and then allowing users to take over its operation for 
user and evaluation. 
5.1.1 Development Environment 
The development environment is crucial for the rapid development of FIS. The 
hardware and software used are being considered carefully to facilitate the 
development of FIS. 
Hardware 
•!• A multimedia PC with Pentium II processor 
•!• 64MB RAM (or more) 
•!• 2GB of hard disk space (minimum) 
•!• Server with Pentium II processor and 128MB RAM 
•!• Network connection 
Software 
The table below shows the software tools that are needed directly for system 
development and implementation. 
Software 
. ·' 
MS Windows NT Server System requirement Operating system 
Internet Information Server (ITS) System requirement Web server 
MS SQL Server System requirement Database server 
MS Visual InterDev System development Application developer 
MS Internet Explorer System development Web browser 
Table 5.1 Tools for System Development 
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Other software tools such as: Paint Shop Pro, MS Access, Word, PowerPoint, Visio, 
FrontPage, Project and Personal Web Server are also been used indirectly in the 
process of developing the system. 
5.1.2 Coding Principles 
Reuse 
Reuse is an important principle as a method for improving product quality 
throughout the system development process. It is important to create classes' 
components to be reused in subsequent and related applications. It reduces the 
coding time as well as the testing and documentation time. 
Readability 
Readability is important for the ease of future enhancement. Several strategies are 
used in preserving readability in the codes, including meaning variables and labels 
name, comment and proper identification. 
Robustness 
The system has a robust interface to prevent interface errors from corrupting the 
system. Beside that, the system also has the ability to checks on the system inputs 
to ensure correct data is provided in order to protect system integrity. 
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5.1.3 Database Development 
The database of FIS is first created using MS Access 2000 for convenience and 
testing purposes. It is migrated to MS SQl Server later for higher performance 
purpose. The following figure shows the steps taken to create FIS's database in 
SQl Server. 
Database requkements and design 
infonnation 
D 
Create Access database and aD tables 
needed for FIS 
D 
( Input test data into database ) 
D 
Create MS SQL Server database and add 
new database user 
D 
Use the DTS Import Wtzard to transfer 
Access data into SQL Server 
D 
Redesign FIS database in SQL Server 
D 
Complete FIS database in SQL Server 
created 
Figure 5.1 Database Setup 
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Though the database can be created in SQL Server without creating an Access 
database first, it is easier to use Access database for testing purposes. Besides, 
Access database can be easily copy out to other PCs or diskettes. 
5.1.4 Application Development 
There are three types of program development carried out during developing the 
FIS application: 
1. HTML (HyperText Markup Language) 
HTML is the language used to prepare Web hypertext documents, which will be 
distributed on the World Wide Web and are what the FIS's client will see. 
2. ASP Code 
ASP codes are instructions to the web server running ASP about how to create 
portions of the page to be sent out. ASP statements contain the structures of 
more "traditional· programming languages, such as Visual Basic and Java. 
3. SQL (Structure Query Language) 
SQL is simply a query language to create and remove database tables and store 
procedures, retrieve data from a database table, modify the table, and grant 
permissions on database objects. 
5.1.5 System Integration 
System integration is referred to the integration of user and FIS, Web application 
and database. In order to integrate the three systems, the following steps involved: 
1. Loading and uploading of the systems 
2. Integration of database 
3. Integration of application 
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System testing is essential to ensure the system performs according to its 
specifications and in line with users' requirements and expectations. Testing is done 
throughout system development, not just at the end. It is meant to tum up 
heretofore-unknown problems, not to demonstrate the perfection of the programs. 
Testing is accomplished on FIS's subsystems and program modules as work 
progresses. Testing is done on many different levels at various intervals. Before the 
system is put into production, all programs has been desk-check, checked with test 
data and check to see if the modules work together with one another as planned. 
The system as a working whole is also being tested. This includes testing the 
interfaces between subsystems, the correctness of output, and the usefulness and 
understandability of system documentation and output. 
Program Testing with Test Data 
Programs are checked to verify the way the system work. In this stage, each step in 
the program on paper is followed to check whether the routine works as it is written. 
Then, the program is tested with both valid and invalid test data to see if base 
routines work and also to catch errors. 
Link Test with Test Data 
When programs pass desk checking and checking with test data, they are tested 
with link testing method, which is also to as string testing. Link testing checks to see 
if programs that are interdependent actually work together as planned 
Full System Testing with Test Data 
When link test are satisfactorily concluded, the system as a complete entity must be 
tested. At this stage, users becomes actively involved in testing. Test data, created 
for the purpose of testing system objectives, are used. 
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Full System Testing with Live Data 
After system test using test data is proved satisfactory, the new system is tried with 
"live data". This step allows accurate comparisons of the new system's output with 
the correct processed output. 
5.3 User Evaluation 
The following table shows the users' feedback on the system. 
Interface Design 4 5 5 4 5 4 
Process Flow 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 4 4 4 3.7 
Stability 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 3 3.6 
Accuracy 4 4 3 3 4 3 4 4 3 4 3.6 
Speed 3 3 4 3 4 4 3 3 4 3 3.4 
Reference: 1 = very poor; 2 = poor; 3 = good; 4 = very good; 5 = excel1ent 
Table 5.2 Users' Feedback 
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6. Problems Encountered 
This chapter outlines all the obstacles and constraints faced while developing FIS. 
Solutions were also given to the shortcomings encountered. 
6.1 Migrating MS Access Database to MS SQL Server 7.0 
The first FIS's database was developed in MS Access 2000 (at home) and has to be 
migrated toMS SQL Server (at thee-Faculty) for the following reasons: 
•!• More benefits form SQL Server's client/server architecture, compare to 
Access's file-server environment. 
•!• MS SQL Server can run many processes in parallel. 
•!• MS SQL runs 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
•!• MS SQL can store larger database compare to MS Access 
However, problems occurred after the migration from Access Database to SQL 
Server because certain data types in Access 2000 are different from SQL Server 
and therefore some query syntax that can be used in MS Access are invalid in SQL 
Server. For example, "Password Text" data type in MS Access is not provided in 
SQL Server. The following table shows the differences between MS Access and MS 
SQL Server query syntax. 
;< ·~,~~ -~~-~·i~ ~~&:Cess :f:.'-":t.w~:;-.,:J,": 
'· ·.····· . ·'i: .. .lt ... · ·~· . • ;;:;: 
... ..• ·:r..··-~ MS SQL Sei'V~ -~.r.~I~~, . ·-~~r~:::; 
. . •·. . . ' . . -~ ,.: 
ORDER BY in queries ORDER BY in views not supported 
DISTINCTROW DISTINCT 
String concatenation with"&" String concatenation with "+" 
Not Supported: COMPUTE, FOR BROWSE, Not Supported: WITH OWNERACCESS, FIRST, LAST 
OPTION 
TRANSFORM (SELECT statement) PIVOT WITH ROLLUP, WITH CUBE on SELECT statements 
MAKE TABLE CREATE TABLE 
Table 6.1 Differences Between MS SQL Server and MS Access Query Syntax 
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Therefore changes in both database and program's code have to be made in order 
to run the system smoothly in thee-Faculty. 
6.2 Setup of Client/Server 
As I am not familiar with setup of client/server system and at the same time, the 
reference on setting up client/server application are not adequate, try and error 
approach has been carried out to try out the correct way to setup client site and 
connect to the database. 
6.3 Information Gathering 
Gathering information about scholarships and loans are difficult, as the Office of 
Student Affairs doesn't keep an organized list of all the organizations and 
companies that offer scholarships or loans to students in the Faculty of Computer 
Science and Information Technology. Therefore I had to do a little survey on 
students in the faculty to gather more information. 
6.4 Unanticipated appearance of web pages during testing 
Different browser has different features a_nd capabilities. In the overall development 
process, Internet Explorer 5.0 (IE5) was used as a viewer. Some JavaScript are not 
able to execute from Netscape 4.5 browser. IE5 offers the best viewer since all of 
the ASP code was written in VBScript, which has the Microsoft product compatibility. 
The compatibility is actually based on the web server that currently used (Personal 
Web Server). When the client side request a page from ASP, the PWS will process 
the page and then only produce the output 
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into the Web browser. Client will not be able to see the script in server side include 
due to the VB tag in server side. 
6.5 Conclusion 
The problems encountered were various. Most of them can be narrowed down to a 
single cause: lack of knowledge, experience and guidance on developing the 
system. 
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System evaluation is the ending of the report with a look at final results of the project. 
It outlines all the strengths and limitations of FIS application. It also discusses the 
future enhancement of the application. 
7.1 Strengths of FIS 
7.1.1 Real Time Database Information 
The information display is real-time and any changes made can be updated to the 
database immediately. 
7.1.2 Organized and User Friendly Interface 
FIS's interface is designed to be simple, organize and user friendly. Consistent 
screen design and color selection also improve the user friendliness of user 
interface. Besides, user can also easily access to any information needed as 
sufficient links are provided. 
7.1 .3 Security 
FIS has good security as the authority is designed that each user type can only 
access to certain functions. Authorized users are given a usemame and password 
to prevent unauthorized user from accessing the protected information. In addition, 
users can always change their password if they feel the password is not secure 
anymore. 
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7.1.4 Error Detection 
User input is always validated and verify so that invalid data input will not cause 
serious program error. Besides, appropriate feedback will also be generated 
automatically to inform the user if there's an error. 
7.1.5 Multi-user 
MS liS and SQL Server provides concurrency control over the FIS application, thus, 
it fully support multi-user environment without affecting the system integrity. 
7.1.6 Cross Browser Support 
A lot of the personal web pages that researching would mention which browser the 
web page author preferred. This will limited the visitor revisit rate. The web page 
web page can be browsed using both Netscape Communicator and Internet 
Explorer since both are the most popular browsers in the market currently. The web 
page is designed not to be dependent on any one of them. Instead, the web page 
should work well in both browsers. 
7 .1. 7 System Transparency 
System transparency refers to the condition where the users do not need to know 
Where the database resides, how is the system structure, its database management 
system and anything related to the system built. 
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7.2 Limitations of FIS 
Despite it is a fully functioning system, FIS still has some limitation because of the 
limitation of the development tools, integration of real environment and time 
constrain. 
7.2.1 Performance Depends on Transmission Lines 
The overall performance of FIS is very much depending on the user's connection 
and transmission line. If the system becomes "slow", it might discourage the user 
from using it. 
7.2.2 Constrain of The Current System Integration 
Currently, each department in University of Malaya is acting as an independent 
entity. Therefore, information sharing and data pulling are not possible because 
every department would keep their own database from outsiders for security 
purposes. This constrain will only be solved if thee-Faculty project has been fully 
developed and implemented. 
7.2.3 User Practice 
University administrations still depends very much on papers; every accounts 
transaction or finance transfer needs "black and white" to prove the process 
validation. FIS users might not feel secure to use the system to do accounts 
transaction especially if the transaction involves a large amount. Therefore, real 
paperless office is not likely to be achieved at this stage. Current FIS version 
doesn't provide budget application over RM1 , 000.00. However user still can 
download and print the order form the web; this method, somehow, helps to reduce 
Paper consumption as the forms are printed out "just-in-time" when they are needed. 
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An interactive context sensitive help function will be integrated into FIS in order to 
provide online helpdesk for user to find the relevant information. 
7.3.2 Graphical Reports 
Current FIS does not provide graphical graph or chart reports, as the user does not 
really need it now. However, graphical reports can be added into the system to 
tmprove visibility of the system. 
7.4 Overall Conclusion 
In conclusion, FIS has achieved and fulfilled the objectives and requirements as an 
on-line financial information provider. The online account transaction provides a 
secure transaction where only authorized user can access to the function. 
This project has been thoroughly meaningful because there was a lot of knowledge 
gained through development of this system. These include knowledge in client-
server systems in the Internet environment, fnternet technologies, programming, 
and database development. Knowledge in ASP, HTML, VBScript and JavaScript 
proves to be a valuable experience and can be used as a precious skill when 
searching for a job in future. ASP technology turned out to be the most suitable 
technology to develop such systems. But, while programming skills and techniques 
are important in developing the system, it must not be discounted that in any system 
development, good software engineering techniques must also be applied. 
Finally, there's still a lot to be improved in FIS in other to make it a powerful and 
stable online system. 
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An overview of e-University 
e-University 
Macro view 
..,..,.,.------- .... 
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Migrating MS Access Database toMS SQL Server7.0 
Table of Data Type Conversions 
When you move a Microsoft Access table to SQL Server either with the Upsizing 
Wizard or by exporting the table, the data types change to their corresponding SQL 
Server data types. Since SQL Server bases its data types on the C programming 
language while Microsoft Access bases its data types on the Visual Basic 
programming language, the data types are converted as described in the following 
table. Though you can easily change a field's data type in Microsoft Access, it is not 
Possible to change a data type in SQL Server. A new table must be created and the 
data can then be transferred to that table. You may want to review your data types 
before upsizing and make any desired changes before moving the table. 
~Long Integer 
Single 
n ateffime lJ>atetime 
I -
OLE Object jimage 
~ ---~~~--~--~--~--~~~ 
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The following table shows a SQL Server data type and how Microsoft Access 
displays it when the table is linked . 
................... _... ....... _.,.....·-~------~--....._..~ 
arbinary jBina: 
--~--~--~~--4 fbar·~·~~~~--~.~~~e=x~t~~~-~~~~~~ 
'!'ext 
;r>ateffirne 
.Integer 
5 
. teger 
t ----·~----------~·.i---------~~--~~~ 
1 
inyint ilirteger 
· d~-;titY _ _..... ________ ,A~ooillnb"er 
.......... ~'-r:::-:---·-~-· . -w,.:..;~~ oney ·------ r urrency 
;.---~-~~~~· ~=·~----r' ~~~- ... 4·· ••.• 
]Currency 
~·~~~-=~~~"~~.yv~o=·~~~~~·~-9 
i 
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When you add defaults to SQL Server with the SQL Server Browser, the SQL 
Server Browser converts most common Microsoft Access expressions to SQL 
Server expressions. The following expressions are converted: 
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The Upsizing Wizard and the SQL Server Browser replace a number of delimiters, 
operators, constants, and wildcard characters, as listed in the following table. 
character 
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Order Forms Examples 
FAKUL TI SAJNS KOMPUTER & TEKNOLOGY MAKLUMAT 
UNIVERSITY MALAYA 
BORANG PESANAN 
Saya/Kami memerlukan perkara beriktu: 
Jenis Peralatan: Bilangan: 
Sebab-sebab diperlukan: 
Nama Pemohon: 
------------------------------
T andatangan: Tarikh: 
Untuk Kegunaan Penolong Pendaftar: 
F<:srr 
Permohonan diperakukan kerana: ----------------
Permohonan tidak diperakukan kerana: 
Tarikh: 
Tandatangan 
Untuk Kegunaan Oekan: 
Permohonan diluluskan Permohonan tidak diluluskan 
Tarikh: 
Tandatangan 
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(X) 
..... 
Kegunaan Pembelian 
Peruntukan 
8&1 Penendet 
,, 
2. 
3. 
Ka)lan Dan Cadangan Pemlllhan : 
Nama & Tandatangan Pemohon : 
Ulasan Dan Perakuan 
Peruntukan 
Tandatangan Penolong Penda1\ar: 
Kelulusan SetUju Terlma 
Tandatangan Dekan 
F AKUL Tl SAINS KOMPUTER & TEKNOLOGI MAKLUMAT 
Syo• Setuju Terlma Sebutha1ga (Bngi Pembelian Di antara RM1,000- RM5,000) 
Perkaa l{u.vdltl lQi oa 1 Ui nt .Jllllllat1 
(RMl (RM) 
Tarlkh: 
Tarikh: 
Tarikh: 
- -- --- -- · - -------~~~~-----------~- ---- ------
s.k. Pejabat Bendaharl (U.P: Pegswal yang bertanggungjei'YVSl atas bays-an) 
Nota: 1) Bagi bekatan lebih cHirt satu perktva, sUa gunakan Lampiran 1 
Catitan 
2) Borang lnl handak;ah dilamplrkan bersama dengan borang pesanan sallnan Bendahari (sebutharga ds-1 pembekat tldak perlu disertakan) kepada Bendehari 
YINNurul (~IJthiiQI RM1000.R~OOO) 
l 
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00 
1\) 
FAKUL Tl SAINS KOMPUTER & TEKNOLOGI MAKLUMAT 
Syor Setuju Terlma Sebutharga (Bagi Pembellan Di antdra RM1,000- RM5,000) 
Kegunaan Pembelan 
Peruntukan 
Bll Penendes Perkil"a 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Kajlan Dan Cadangan Pemlllhan: 
Nama & Tandatanc;Jan Pemohon : 
UlasWI Dan Perakuan 
Peruntukan 
Tandatangan eenalr,lnM PPnn::~fiRr 
s.k. Pejabat Benclaharl (U.P: Peg&\"181 yang bertangg~ etas bayll'an) 
Nota: 1) Bagl bekalan lebltl deirl satu perkara,slla gun!lkan Lamphn 1 
nu<IIIIIU Harga 1 Ulm JUmlah 
(RM) (RM) 
Tarlkh: 
Tarlkh: 
Ciltltan 
2) Borang lnl hendak;ah dlamplrkan bersama aengan borang pesanan salinan Bendaharl(seb\Aharga derl pembekal tlclak perlu dlsertakan) kepada Bendaharl 
YIWNurul (s6bUtN/f!Jll <~.RMMOO) 
t i. 
-E 0 
ii 
.. f· 
f:t 
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Chapter 1 
Welcome 
Before You Begin 
Before You Begin 
Welcome to Financial Information System (FIS). This system is 
specially designed to computerize financial infonnation system of the 
Faculty of Computer Science and Information. FIS is a web base 
application with user-friendly interface, meaningful icons and links 
that guide user in using this system. All the system functions can be 
easiJy executed by a simpJe cJick on the avai1ab1e buttons or icons. 
About This Manual 
This manual will introduce you to FIS and provide all information you 
need to use the system. 
Wbo Should Use This Manual 
This manual will intended for the following categories of users: 
• Staff 
Norma1 user (faculty's staff) that would want to appJy for budget 
or order needed item online. 
• Administr.ator 
User that will maintain student's financial information data, 
faculty's accounts, process normal user's order forms~ and 
approve or reject norma1 user's order form. 
• SuperUser 
User who has the authority to create new user, maintain existing 
user's data, and extra authority to access to any function other user 
can. 
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Before You Begin 
What's in This Manual 
Chapter 1 
"Before You Begin" provides an overview of FIS. This chapter also 
defines the categories of user for this manual and explains the 
conventions used throughout this manual. 
Chapter 2 
"System Requirements" tells you what you need to runs the system. 
ChapterJ 
"Getting Started" describes how to start FIS and login to the system. 
Chapter4 
"Staff Section" shows normal user the way to apply budget or order 
item needed with FIS. 
Chapter 5 
"Administrator Section" provides guidelines for database 
administrator on how to maintain FIS database and accounts, as well 
as processing user's application forms, and approve or reject user's 
application forms. 
Chapter6 
"Super User Section" provides guidance for super user on how to 
maintain user data. 
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Chapter 2 System Requirement 
System Requirements 
Hardware Requirement 
FIS has the following hardware requirement and recommendations: 
• A multimedia PC with Pentium processor or above 
• Minimum 16MB RAM 
• Internet or e-Faculty Intranet connection 
• Other common computer peripherals 
Software Requirement 
The following software is needed to run FIS: 
• Windows NT or Windows 95 platforms 
• Web browser- IE5. 0 or Netscape 4.5 and above are recommended 
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Starting FIS 
Getting Started 
Getting Started 
FIS is a web application, you need to open your browser by clicking 
the browser's icon, before you can access to the system. 
Type the URL address of FIS in the browser's address bar and press 
<Enter>. Make sure your PC is connected to the Internet or you are 
using a network PC within e-Faculty's intranet. A successful 
connection will display the main page of FIS. Within this page" you 
can read some general information, such as the faculty's financial 
news and events, student services information or login directly to the 
system. 
IWytrylytfi!Mpp : fp«y t! ft='W icimec & ttf.,.., I•Cilrt!+nr : ~ 
-,-~--- ~{ 
·!!J; 
1/1~1 pjnjJ!!!30 PJPIN 
PeJajaF-pela)ar yano membual pinjaman separuh pada bulan llel ~an oaoa 2000 
telall ditawart<an ""'aman penuh oleh PTPTN. Slla semaklawatan tersebut 
d.-~
t/15DI pel ajar Iaian JPA . _ _ _ _ 
PeJijartajaanJPAy.ong !Blah dibell pertanjutan poqaman diminla meng/)antar 
lerus sa. saUnan slip keputusan -nksaan se..- I, seSilOOOIOI 
k8 .-~
Figure 3.1 FIS Start Page 
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Login to FIS 
Getting Started 
To login to FIS, you must have a valid usemarne and password. If you 
don't have one now, p1ease refer to the system administrator to create 
one for you. Simply type in your username and password in the text 
box at the upper right of the screen and click on the "Login" button. 
Take note that the password is case sensitive. 
If you are successfully login to the system, a menu page will be 
display where you can choose to navigate to where you are authorized. 
lWnglyrf-.o : fwNtyf1 ~"""" 4 ........ TtqtmMy ;*=. 
_ ... ,.,., .. - ... . -
1/IStll Piniaman PJPIN 
p81.,_.polaJarvano mamflUatplfVaman separuh pada bulan Mel danOgos 2000 
IBiah clltaw<lrl<an pffijaman penuh oleh PTPYN. Sifa semak lawaran lllfSllbul 
cL rusl..llDe 
Figure 3.2 Login to FJS 
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Quit 
Getting Started 
User can aJways logout by clicking the <Logout> button at the upper 
right comer of the page. To prevent other users from using your 
account, you are adviced to logout from the system every when you 
want to quit using FIS. 
.......,.rt,.,. ; f-*Ytf C SpMpgr I......., Tt~;A: Illllll.--•-cn•-
t/15()1 Piniaman PTPIN 
PeUIIa•·PeloJar yalll! membtJat pirfaman separull pacta bulan Mel dan Ogos 2000 
telllll cllaWarl<an pinjaman penuh oleh PJPlN. Slla semak -let'Sebut 
d ... ~
11f5Alf po!fia Iajaao JPA 
Pelajar lajaan.JPA yang Iiiah clb8fl pertanjutan pinjaman dlminla menghanlar 
terus satu salinan siiJI keputusan peperflcsaan semeste 1, sesi 2000101 
ke ... ~
Figure 3.3 Logout from FIS 
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FAQ 
If you have logged in to the system but didn't request to execute any 
function for more than five minutes, you will be automatically logout 
from the system. 
To quit completely from FIS just close the browser by clicking the 
"X" sign at the upper right of the window, or select the Exit function 
from the File menu. 
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Staff Section 
Staff Section 
Every registered staff in the Faculty of Computer Science and 
Information Technology are normal user ofFIS. The normal users are 
users who are on1y authorized to apply budget online and view their 
application status. They do not have the ability to modifY any data in 
the database, except changing their password. 
Staff Services Menu Page 
If a normal user has successfully Jogged in to FIS, the staff services 
menu page will be displayed. 
tll.m:i•llr>lonmtion Syst.., • Sl"' Snicas pnMdes rfMr fi>llowiog 
'""*'""'jon: 
-~~-- -- --· ··- -
8,_. tho users appllcaDon _,.,wil-l lias bean -sod, IPPJCMid 
or reJected. 
Figure 4.1 Staff Services Page 
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Online Budget Application 
To apply budget under RM1 ,000, click the Under RMLOOO link and 
you will see the following page. FiJI in alJ the needed details in the 
text boxes and click the <Submit> button. If the submission is success 
' 
a summary of the order form will be shown; else an error message will 
appear directing the user to fiJI in the fonn correctly. 
Copyrlglll 0 2001 t.l!l!!!O!slrtOU!If!M All tights !esliM!d. 
Figure 4.1 Order Form Under RMJ,OOO 
Currently, online applications for budget over RMI,OOO are not allow, 
however users can download and print the order fonns the from Staff 
Services page by clicking the RM],000-5,000 or RM5,000-10,000 
link. 
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View Application Status 
To check whether your applications have been processed, cJick on the 
<Application Status> icon in the main menu page and the fo11owing 
page wi11 be shown. 
Old« Feom ur-11111,000 
20 Jan. 2001 lfi!!!!ll Fl!!llQtDit;k 
10 Jan. 2001 MlliiHbt 
20 Jan. 20111 eAQ 
lOJ.n, lOOI &ltr 
100 
10 AI1Pf0\18d 
·to Re;Jtllld 
50 
Figure 4.3 Application Status Page 
( 
' 
~ ..... 
........ 
' JN.IIOO ·-· 
The [Date] column shows the date the application is made, [Item] 
column shows the item applied, [Qty] colwnn is the quantity needed 
and [Status] shows the status of the order form. An unprocessed form 
is blank in the [Status] cell while a processed form will show the 
Approved or Rejected word indicating the status of the order form. 
To view the order form in detail, click on the item link and a new page 
showing the details of the order form wi11 be display. 
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Change Password 
User can always change his password by choosing Change Password 
link under the User Option icon from the Staff Services menu page. 
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Figure 4.4 Change Password 
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._ __ 
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As for security purpose, users are required to key in their old 
password before they can change their password. All users are advised 
to set a password with at least 6 characters with combination of 
characters, digit and symbols. After inputting the new password, 
reenter the password in the Confirm Password text box then press 
<Enter> or click on the <Update> button and a summary page will be 
display. 
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Administrator Section 
Administrator Section 
There are two levels of administrator in FIS, the system administrator 
and the Department-Head. 
System administrator can access to any function normal users 
allowed and they are given the authority to maintain student services 
information database, view and process (print and delete) normal 
users' order forms, view the faculty's accounts and do accounts 
transaction. 
Department-Head, on the other hand is authorized to access to every 
functions system administrator allowed, plus extra authority to 
approve or reject normal users' order form. However a Department-
Head usually doesn't do the database maintenance job. 
- ---
admmistratiVEI services . 
·~ "~ 1 
• UplOad latest b-. edn or-buUeUn 
• Add now tees. edl «delete out!- tees ral8 
• Addnewtmpottantdatas, edHordeteteoutdated4etBelorem......,., 
....,_, 
........ 
U:Mrt~: 
M"'r··" 
_.._ 
--
.._....,._.  .... 
Figure 5.1 Administrative Services Menu Page 
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Student Services Information Maintenance 
From the Administrative Services menu page, system administrator 
can choose to: 
• Upload financial bulletin 
• Edit/Delete financial bulletin 
• Maintain general fees 
• Maintain important dates 
Uploading Financial Bulletin 
By clicking the Upload Bulletin link the following page wi11 be 
display. 
!o~~~~ . 
Salurdllf..Jarlullt'Y2ll.l00t . -- ' 
&~Wr~J.Me~ 
·lllhJrltFMS. 
--~!'!!£!ar~-p~et~aJ:-::ar:-:-==-=-e ::;Pim:;;J=_..;;;;-;,;;ep;;;ar~ .... ;-;;;;P_;i;;tb;;;:;ulc;;;..,;r--;l!lJ,. 'E) ~"~·~• 
·v..--
Figure 5.2 Upload Bulletin Page 
Key in the bulletin title in the Bulletin Title text box and bulletin 
content in the Bulletin Content text area then click on the <Upload 
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Bulletin> button and a new bulletin is uploaded. A summary of the 
uploaded bulletin will then be display. 
Edit/Delete BuJJetin 
To edit or delete a posted bulletin, click on the Edit/Delete Bulletin 
linlc 
r 
r 1 n 5101 P!nl!!mJg Pif'IN 
1 1 N 5101 !'!rlilar Il!aan JPA 
r 1/15.(11 flauOSi@htU!!QPtta«arT.aaaanf£TRON,t,B 
r 1 n 5101 wmn rnm 
r 112A11 eln!Nnin Pif'IN 
r 1nro1 
r 1n101 
_ ... ,_ 
Figure 5.3 Edit/Delete Bulletin Page 
,_, 
t,:.;,-1 
-
0• -~, 
--
- ·-
_,_ 
--
The [Date] column shows the date the bulletin is posted and [Title] 
column is the title of the posted bulletin. 
To delete an outdated bulletin, just check the checkbox in the first 
column of the bulletin title and click the <Delete> button. 
T 0 edit a bulletin click on the bulletin title link and a new page will 
appeared allowing system administrator to edit and update bulletin. 
Basically the "Edit Bulletin" page has the same functions as the 
"Upload Bulletin" page. 
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Maintaining General Fees Information 
To maintain the general fees information, click on the General Fees 
link. The following page will be display. 
,,,· l. 
• ·' ,.If It ' - -- .... -
~ I "'- I 
• · general,..fees milintendnce 
'~ l ' •. 
. ' 
Md new G~nerllt Fe" lnformltilon 
Oescrlpdon: Amount jllll): 
,._, 
Nor<k>J 
I.Jr~: 
~.ilml<l 
~O~m"'~ , __ 
/ lia!D8<o-
' .o.n.n. J'aa 
, __ 
·e ..n., .. ~~;~· ·· 
· -~·-
Ia 
,VAccoHf, 
i 1looe&ft he« 
,.-......ra.,s--
Figure 5.4 General Fees Maintenance Page 
To add new general fees just key in the fee description in the 
Description text box and Amount (RM) in the Amount text box, 
then press the <Upload> button. 
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Administrator Section 
To edit a general fee information, click on the fee description link and 
change the corresponding data and press the <Update> button. To 
delete outdated general fees, check the checkbox at the left of the 
"Edit/Delete General Fees Information" table and click on the 
<Delete> button at the bottom of the table. 
Maintaining Important Dates Information 
Click on the Important Dates link in the Administrator SeiVices page 
to show the following page. 
AM MW lmpon:ani Oa«<s 
Ewnt: 
·r Jai:u~ 
.'~ .;· .. 
r_, AIJ9ust ,:. . 
r . Oc;tober •. 
r Oettmbet ' . 
't-. ' O~qb"'er,: :~ 
a ..ran.• • 
....,_, 
t+:u\"!Ci 
tlHotyJoo: 
~nil> 
(t:"-<ii:iit) 
~ ·S~vi<tu• 
!I ---! 
~ 1{i)Accoont. 
--
JIOOCQC~ 
Figure 5.5 Important Dates Maintenance Page 
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Administrator Section 
To add new important date select the month and day of the date from 
the Month and Day menu then type in the event in the Event text 
area and click on the <Upload> button. 
To edit a posted important data, just click on the date event link in the 
"Edit/Delete hnportant Dates" table. Change what data needed and 
click the <Save> button. To delete posted important dates check the 
checkbox in the table and press the <Delete> button at the bottom of 
the table. 
Starrs Order Form Maintenance 
To view and process the application forms, click on the View 
Application Forms link under the Staff Services icon. 
- ~ 
"'--FCSIT -- ____ /. 
.....,_, 
l<!iltii<'> 
_ 
P...iirntf; 
Orwfomi-RIIU,OIIO 
• ~· ~·r I ' • I • :' t (.' ,;: ' :.• 110 ' 
Figure 5.6 Staff's Application Forms Maintenance Page 
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Print Order Form 
To view and print an order form just click on the item link in the 
"Order Form Under RMl,OOO" table and the fo11owing page will be 
display. 
FACIA.JYOF COMPIIJIR SCtiiCE &~TIOII JB:HIOl06Y 
lll'o'ERSilY OF MALAYA 
Or..., F01m-RM1.008 
l iW.needtllef......,.letn: 
bon: 7."~--------------------------·····----··----··---- Cllunlllll: ___ .... .!..o ___ _ 
~!!<!_ T!~ ......... ·········•· ............. ·····--·-· ... -·-···•···. --··-····-·-····,.··················· ...... . 
Applc>onl IUIIIIE -~-~-~-- .. ------ ·-·-·------·-·-·--·---------
..-~~---·--~ ... -~ .... -----... ···----.. --------.... -----~ ... ------------...,_,. ...... -~------··- .... -------~---·- ··---'·-----
----· ________________________________________________ ....,._ 
Figure 5. 7 Order Form Sample 
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Administrator Sed.ion 
To print out the order form select the Page Setup function from the 
File menu and delete the "&w&bPage &p of &P" and "&u&b&d" 
words in the Header and Footer text box and press <OK>. Then click 
on the Printer icon on the toolbar or select Print function from the 
File menu. Make sure your printer connection is ready. 
To delete processed order forms just check the checkboxes at the left 
of the table and press <Delete>. 
Faculty's Accounts Maintenance 
To view the faculty's accounts, click on the Account Book link under 
Accounts icon and the page shown in Figure 5.8 wiJJ be display. 
Select to view accounts in ascending order or descending order from 
the drop down menu at the upper right of the accounts' table. To view 
the foJJowing month's accounts click the [next] link or click the 
[previous] link to view previous month's accounts. To jump to other 
month's accounts just select the year and month from the drop down 
menu at the bottom of the table and the page wi11 automatica11y update. 
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jAscending ]i'l ;~ ~~~ ; 
~~n 231J3Peper 27 
t213J110 Tnonspootolion 21 
1214100 11112 =!nance :1511 28 
12/5100 31631 ~ Chairs 10110 35 
1218.11l0 l'honeilill 495.33 23 
1217100 . Paper 49.11 27 . oatta· 
1218JDO Tran•pOllllfon 85 .21 llr.Una .. 
1219JI)O 11115 Olfttp Maontenan<e 250 2& 
12/1 0100 37630 50 ChslrS 1000 35 
12/HIOO Post 495.33 23 
12112100 Paper 4!1.9 21 Olllte 
12/13100 Transp_, 85 21 ..... Ung ' 
1:lll4101) 1 122ll:~~ 2!i0 28 
12121100 11113lolouse 500 27 . Not ror meiQ 
12122100 37634 50 Chain> 1000 >$ 
f2123ro0 Tetephooe BiN 49!t3l 23 
1204100 Trans~ 85 .21 ..... Ung 
12125100 11228 :::e,_, 2511 28 
12f28100376325'0C~ 10110 . 35 
12127[00 Telep/lon&!Jia 495iJ 23 
12128100 231~2 Paper 4S.!I 17 OCIIce 
,.,, 
1209100 T181lS~ 85 21 '· . ..... u ng •,{ 
12130100 235114 :".:.- 250 28 . 
1213110037634 50 Chairs 1QOO :35 
--------------·------~------··--~··---
Tolal (Rlll) : 285511.15 
·------~---·-----·------------··--
f2oOo!J fDecember OS 
iW:'I\"Nn""'~· 
lr -~ll ll,af. lf · Ordifrfmtl'tlnN:LV'I.IDO':.M ·~·. H · ariilil"ftmtJttoawa 
-
Figure 5.8 Faculty's Accounts Page 
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Accounts Transaction 
To do an account transaction cJick the Account Transaction Jink under 
Accounts icon and the foJlowing page wi11 be display. 
•. 
' T~20-200t 
Pun:hase'Onlet: J63002 IIBm: tT ~able..,.,.... ___ _ 
' Total: jt·o 
----IE] :o~~s. i ::::.:'""-~.fees --
Figure 5.9 Accounts Transaction 
Fiii in the fonn and press save and the transaction wi11 be updated to 
the faculty's accounts database. 
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Approve I Reject Order Form 
This function 1s specially authorized for the Department-Head 
Administrator. To approve or reject an order form, click on the 
Approve/Reject link, the following page will be display. 
, ,... .1111~0 eolat~lf'"'< 
r 
I 
--.2001 
-~·-
-
~vt~r 
~ 
Figure 5.10 Approve/Reject Order Form Page 
To view the application form just click on the item link in the table 
and a new page will be display showing the form 's detail. To approve 
or reject application forms check the checkboxes on the left and press 
the <Approve> or <Reject> button and the information will be 
updated to the database where the applicant can view their 
application's status. 
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User Maintenance 
Super User Sedion 
Super User Section 
Super User is a category of users who are able to maintain users 
profiles. A Super User has all authorities other user has. 
; supe1 user sarvices1 
Financial information System · Supelllser has tho highest authority in 
controling and maintaining tho system SuperUser can access to every 
function available far administrator or staff, plus the following function: 
• Add new user and give aUihortl¥ to di11erent user to access different 
t.Jnction or AS 
• Edil or delete user 
-~-· - ' 
\ 
20 .... 
- · t"l· ~ 
-
s.,iortliet 
~ 
.• .Acco.-f 
--
Figure 6.1 Super User Services Page 
User maintenance is regarding the creation of new user as welJ as 
updating an existing user profile. 
Creating New User 
To add a new user or authorize someone to use FIS, click the Add 
User link under User Maintenance icon. 
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Figure 6.2 Adding New User 
Super User Section 
..... . 1 
-tl'"~~~ 
-
S\ij~ti.lt'.~l 
~1.) 
Fill in the Add User form and press the <Submit Form> button and 
the new user will be added to the database. Super User will have to 
create a unique username and password for the user, it is advised to 
create a new password with the same characters as the useroame at the 
first time, so that user can easily change their password when they 
first login. 
User Type is referrer to the authorization level of a user. 
• A Normal User is only allowed to apply budget, v1ew their 
application forms status and change password. 
• A System Administrator has the authority to maintain the student's 
financial information, process order form and maintain the 
faculty's account 
• A Department-Head Administrator can access to aJJ functions 
System Administrator can plus extra function to approve or reject 
order forms. 
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Super User Section 
Super Users have the highest authority among aJJ users of FIS, 
they have fu]J control of other users' access level to FIS, where 
they are allowed to add new, edit and delete users from FIS. 
User Maintenance 
Click on the Edit I Delete User link under the User Maintenance icon 
and the below page wi11 be display. 
Delete User 
r ~ 1111 SUper\Jser 
r .limJJil 2221 
-r JlmfiQgng 1122 
-r Km.t 5781 SUper\lser 
r M!Hisifuitonr8 1237 ldmin 
r ftmHimJYI 1236 Normal 
Figure 6.3 User MainteiUUICe Page 
.. ... 
-
,~;~,. 
_ 
'fY.'tp~!l.Xf.t! 
~.]) 
. US!i!'" ........ . 
.... ..... 
..,., __ 
To edit a current user's profile, click on the User Full Name link in the 
table and a new page showing aJJ details of the user will be display. 
Change whatever data needed and press the <Submit Form> button 
and the new data will be updated to the database. 
To delete users from FIS, check the corresponding checkboxes at the 
left of the table and press the <Delete> button at the bottom. 
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FCSIT 
Appendix - Glossary 
Data 
Facts that can be recorded into some descriptive fonns 
Database 
A shared collection of IogicaiJy related data designed to meet the infonnation needs of 
multiple users in an organization 
Database administrator 
User who wants to maintain the FIS database 
FCSIT 
Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology 
FIS 
Financial Information System 
Multimedia 
The integration of media such as text, graphics, animations, sounds, and videos. Information 
in the form of images, text and sound various other types of media 
Network 
A group of interconnected computers 
Normal User 
Normal user here referrer to all Staff in FCSIT (not the students) 
Super User 
User, who wants to create authority to a new user and maintains existing user's data 
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